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The practitioner is committed to
                                 to question
their own biases and assumptions
introspection 5

The practitioner takes time for individual                           
                         on families' experiences
and their own practice, reflecting on all
elements of their work from an equality
and inclusivity perspective
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respectThe practitioner displays                     

towards families, truly listens,
empathises and treats their opinions

and wishes as valid

      The practitioner acts with
open-minded                         
 about families and wishes to
understand more about their
thoughts and circumstances 
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Leadership ensures all staff have time and 
space for                                                         
     and proactively organises opportunities

for learning, dialogue and reflection

reflection and learning
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services and the impact of improvements

being made6

Leadership ensures equitable

      approaches 
that recognise the value of a workforce

with diverse experiences and values

recruitment, selection
and training

4

3
Leadership ensures

              is a core element of work at
all levels

community
outreach and partnership 
work

        Leadership makes authentic and
tangible
to ensuring equitable practices at all
levels, recognising this as inherent to
success in everyone's work 

public commitments
1

5Leadership allows power and decision
making to be held by a diverse range
of
                                           focused on
equitable practices

 representatives and
working groups
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